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Jewish Museum extension by Long &

Kentish in Camden Town, London

26 March 2010 | By Ellis Woodman

The Jewish Museum has been skilfully expanded with the addition of a converted

piano factory at the building’s rear, but was it wise to persist with such an

understated site?

The Flemish architect Paul Robbrecht uses the evocative term “fingerwork” to

describe the knotty, small scale adjustments that are so often necessitated when old

buildings are put to new use. I heard him employ it recently in relation to Robbrecht

& Daem’s expansion of the Whitechapel Art Gallery, a scheme that, despite being

one of the most substantial public building projects to complete in London last

year, is almost entirely the product of such contained operations: the rerouting of a

stair, the creation of a new doorway, the opening up of a skylight. Long & Kentish’s

newly opened remodelling of the Jewish Museum in London’s Camden Town is very

much of the same genre, the architect’s fundamental task also having been to form,

from two quite different buildings, a conglomerate that might persuasively serve as

the home of a single institution.

Founded in 1932, the Jewish Museum was based in Woburn House in Bloomsbury

before moving, in 1994, to the anonymous Regency terraced house on Albert Street

that still serves as its principal address. Hunt Thompson Architects undertook a

light touch remodelling of this property prior to the museum’s relocation, creating

offices and education spaces and adding a modest two-storey gallery wing in the

yard to the rear. The collection presented here is largely composed of ceremonial

artefacts used in Jewish religious life not only in Britain but as far afield as Africa

and the Middle East.

However, the year after the move to Camden, the museum amalgamated with the

London Museum of Jewish Life, an institution based in Finchley which had amassed

an enormous collection of objects that charted the social history of the Jewish

community in the capital. The ambition to bring the two collections together on a

single site inevitably followed, ultimately leading to the purchase of a four storey,

19th century piano factory that stood to the immediate rear of the Albert Street

house. It is this building that Long & Kentish has now remodelled to provide

additional galleries, a café, events room, archive and offices, while introducing a

new lift and staircase at the junction with the museum’s former premises.
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The entrance on Albert Street.

It has been undertaken with all the skill and attention that one has come to expect

from this practice but, I am not sure that the project quite puts to rest the question

of whether it was wise to set up a museum at this address in the first place.

Certainly, one can think of parts of the capital that have played a more important



role in Jewish history than NW1 — a large part of the permanent exhibition is

devoted to Jewish settlement in the East End, while the focus of the community’s life

in contemporary London surely lies a good few stops up the Northern line from here.

More problematic still is the very limited frontage that the listed house provides part

way down what is an otherwise residential street. Although the piano factory is

entirely buried within its urban block, its purchase did promise to go some way

towards addressing this lack of urban presence. The factory faces a small yard that

is connected by a short alley to Parkway — a much busier road than Albert Street —

and the hope was that a more satisfactory entrance sequence might be provided

from this direction, with an adjacent café potentially spilling out into the yard.

However, those plans were thwarted by covenants that limited the yard’s use with

the effect that the old entrance remains in place. Although Long & Kentish has

provided a new set of double doors with a freestanding sign to one side, one would

still struggle to guess that this was a public facility, let alone one of such scale.

It is tempting to imagine what the outcome might have been had the museum cut its

losses and commissioned a new building on, say, Brick Lane. Certainly, that choice

would have brought to the fore a question that the museum’s decision to stay put

has rather allowed it to fudge, namely: what image should a Jewish Museum seek to

project to the world?

The figure who has offered the most emphatic answer to that question over the past

couple of decades is of course Daniel Libeskind, the architect of the Jewish

museums in Berlin (1999), Copenhagen (2003) and San Francisco (2008). For

Libeskind, it would seem, the Holocaust is so defining an event within the history of

the Jewish people as to demand that any museum devoted to their experience must

be conceived as a monument to that tragedy. In Germany, that is perhaps a tenable

position but in Britain — a country in which Jews have lived continuously since they

were readmitted by Oliver Cromwell in 1656 — it is surely not. The displays at Albert

Street take in the Holocaust as well as earlier episodes of persecution suffered in

this country, but by far the predominant story is one of a long and mutually

productive integration.
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The piano factory addresses a small yard accessed by an alley.

So can we not take the museum’s essential invisibility as the well-earned

expression of that achievement? Well, perhaps we could were it not for one discrete

but telling detail — the bomb-proof glazing that has been fitted behind the windows

of the Albert Street elevation. Seeing these inch-thick panes of glass is to be

reminded that, for all the social progress that is documented in the galleries, we are

not quite yet in a position where the security of Britain’s Jews can be taken for

granted. How does an institution like this answer the persistence of that threat? With



prudent self-effacement or by pursuing a more bullish public expression than the

choice of the Albert Street site was ever going to permit? As a non-Jew, it is a

question that I feel singularly unqualified to answer, but for what it is worth, I lean

towards the latter view.

Those doubts aside, the internal environment that Long & Kentish has fashioned

from the essentially coincidental relationship of the two buildings does function

remarkably successfully as a museum. The arrangement of the ground floor feels

particularly deft. Once through the front door, we are presented with a view through

the full 40m depth of the plan. The foreground — the windowless ground floor of

the Hunt Thompson extension — has been painted dark and animated by video

screens on which London Jews are shown talking about their relationship to Judaism

as a culture and as a faith. Beyond, we can see the ground floor of the piano factory,

elevated by a few steps and amply daylit. The view terminates in an enigmatic

mirrored niche, the significance of which reveals itself as we draw closer: it reflects

back to us one of the museum’s oldest exhibits, a medieval ritual pool or mikveh

which was uncovered in the course of archaeological works in the City of London

and has now been sunk into the foyer floor.

The seeming ease with which various public facilities — a shop, auditorium, toilets

and café — have been hung off this axis belies the fact that they have each had to

be shoehorned into a highly constrained envelope. The scheme’s only physical

extension lies at the very back of the plan where it closes the 6m gap between the

piano factory and another former industrial building, which happens now to be the

offices of Sheppard Robson Architects. Although this element incorporates an

escape stair that serves each of the factory’s floors, rights of light considerations

otherwise limited it to two storeys. On the ground floor, the railway carriage-like

café occupies much of its length, illuminated through a decidedly Aaltoesque

sectional manoeuvre from above. Here, Louis Poulsen light fittings and Jacobsen

chairs bring into focus the Scandinavian leanings of much of Long & Kentish’s

detailing.
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The permanent exhibition on the first floor of the piano factory.

Where the architect has intervened in the piano factory itself, however, it has also

sought to establish a relationship with the scale and materiality of the 19th century

industrial fabric. New partitions are in V-jointed vertical boarding, doors are ledge

and brace; brickwork has been painted directly rather than plastered.

Most resonant of all is the principal staircase, which has been very beautifully

detailed in folded plate steel, painted to the same grey as the exposed structure of

the surrounding building. This element has to negotiate the difference in floor levels

between the house and the piano factory and has been complicated still further by

jostling the flights in plan to allow light to permeate down to the ground floor. In a

project that hasn’t afforded it much opportunity to show off, the pleasure that the

architect has taken in devising this momentary outburst of flamboyance is palpable.

The new galleries are distributed on the two floors above with Long & Kentish ceding

responsibility for the exhibition design to Event Communications. The first floor

permanent galleries present much that is fascinating but do struggle to convey an

enormously long and multi-stranded story in the limited space available. The effect

is of a heavily annotated jumble sale, bearing no real relationship to the character of

the spaces that Long and Kentish has provided. The decision to block up all the

windows is a particular disappointment — while some of the objects in the

collection would evidently suffer from prolonged exposure to daylight that is by no

means universally the case.

One hopes that in time these issues can be addressed and given the energetically

empirical way in which the museum has shaped itself over the past two decades

there is good reason to think that they will be. Already — although it may take a

little seeking out — I can thoroughly recommend a visit.
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